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Unsung Heroes: Patrick Hummel
WE ARE ALL CALLED TO
SERVE THE LORD
GRACE REGINALD
PUBLIC RELATIONS
At
Northwestern
College,
the mission statement includes
a call to participate in “God’s
redeeming work in the world.”
During a student’s college years,
they can do this by participating
in a spring service partnership,
summer of service or by attending
a justice and service program. All
of these national and international
programs wouldn’t be possible
without Patrick Hummel.
Hummel, director of missions,
has been working at NW for 14
years. Having studied and served
in over 20 countries, he is more
than qualified to do the work he
does on campus. Since his college
days, Hummel has served on shortterm mission trips in a variety of
settings. While working on his
Master’s in Divinity in 2000, he
and his wife served a summer with
OMF International, a protestant

Christian missionary society, in
Thailand and Laos.
“For us, it was a time to learn
and grow in our understanding of
God’s mission in the world; it was
also a time for us to discern if we
were being called to serve overseas
or stay in the U.S.,” Hummel said.
Ultimately, it was clear to them
to remain in the U.S. but help
expand God’s kingdom in other
ways.
Hummel
and
student
coordinators work alongside one
another to organize SSPs, SOS trips
and mission and justice programs.
“With the very capable assistance
of my student coordinators,”
Hummel said, “we select sites,
recruit and train leaders and
participants, lead fundraising
efforts and help integrate these
experiences into their everyday
lives.”
Adam DeBoer is an SSP
coordinator who works alongside
co-coordinator Brenna Rauwedink
and Hummel to help hire student
leaders for trips, recruit students
and other assist with administrative

PHOTO BY KAELIN ALONS
Patrick Hummel, campus ministry faculty member, shown sitting at NW desk

details related to SSPs.
“Patrick is so much more than
just my boss,” DeBoer said. “He
has provided me with a model of
what it looks like to live a selfless,

joy-filled, Christ-centered life.”
Alyssa Feeley is a co-leader for
the Mescalero, New Mexico SSP
this year. “Patrick is helping me
build my confidence to co-lead

a team,” Feeley said. “He is very
encouraging and reminds me that
I won’t have all the answers when
leading.”
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

When roomates become coworkers

NW PROFESSORS
SHARE HISTORY
HAILEY LOUW
STATISTICS

While residence life
tries to ensure your
best experience living
with roommates, some
days would be a little
brighter living without
them. However, some
roommates can quickly
become lifelong friends
who you never want
to leave. Before there
were the dynamic duos
that walk Northwestern
campus today, two young
and
eager
individuals
found themselves in need
of a roommate in New
Haven, Connecticut. They
were both in the market
for a person to split
utilities with. Little did
they know, they were also

finding a future colleague
in the great metropolis
of Orange City, Iowa.
The vice president for
academic affairs, Dr. Nate
Phinney, and dean of arts
and humanities, Dr. John
Vonder Bruegge, were
first roommates on Yale’s
historic campus.
While many college
students were beginning
to take their first steps, Dr.
Vonder Bruegge and Dr.
Phinney were both starting
a new graduate school
experience and needed
someone to live with.
“I wanted a Christian as
a roommate,” Dr. Vonder
Bruegge said. “Graduate
school attracts all kinds,
and I wanted a roommate
with
whom
I
could
have some fundamental
compatibility.
Neither
one of us was exactly
a party animal, either,

which helped when it
came to concentrating on
our studies.” Dr. Phinney
echoes the same sentiment.
“I knew enough about Dr.
VB to know that we shared
the Christian faith and had
a similar understanding
of what that should look
like,” Dr. Phinney said.
“Definitely not a party
house—though we could
have been.”
Their
second-floor
apartment came equipped
with a working fireplace,
three bedrooms, and two
historic Wassily chairs,
courtesy
of
Vonder
Brueggue’s
architect
father. They shared the
building with an older
couple who lived just one
floor below.
“We got along with them
very well, and they really
liked my dog, a feisty little
Jack Russell Terrier named
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Dr. Phinney and Dr. Vonder Bruegge shown talking, reconciling the good ol’ days
Grizzly,” said Dr. Vonder
Bruegge. “Nate, as I recall,
didn’t have a dog growing
up. He used to like taking
my dog for walks, though,
and of course you have
to bring baggies along to

clean up after the dog. I
recall one time Nate saw
me cleaning up after the
dog in the side yard. He
said, ‘Oh, so that’s how
you do it!’ He had been
putting the bag on the

ground and trying to push
the you-know-what inside
with a stick. He said, ‘Your
way looks a lot easier.’”

CONTINUED ON PAGE 5
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Rap powerhouses rock the Super Bowl stage
POWERFUL
PERFORMANCES
RACHEL SMART
ENGLISH TEACHING
This year’s Superbowl
Halftime show was one for the
books. Before the show even
began, audiences new that
it would be an extravaganza
due to its star-studded line
up. Dr. Dre, Snoop Dogg,
Mary J. Blige, Kendrick
Lamar,
Eminem
and
surprise guest 50 Cent are all
household names in the hiphop world. The five promoted
performers collectively hold
43 Grammys. From the
beginning of the set as Dr.
Dre appeared on a rising
platform, audiences had to
know they were in for a treat.
By the end of the set, it was
clear that this halftime show
was both a celebration and a
protest.
The performances by
all the invited artists were
incredibly strong. Dr. Dre
and Snoop Dogg were joyous
and clearly having the time of
their lives. 50 Cent was cool
and charismatic. His surprise
upside down entrance in the
beginning of the set spawned
plenty of hilarious Twitter

memes. Eminem performed
with passionate urgency
that was contagious. Mary J.
Blige and Kendrick Lamar,
however, stole the show.
Blige’s performance of her
2001 hit “No More Drama”
was particularly powerful.
The singer explained that she
had chosen this song out of
all her hits because she felt it
was incredibly timely given
the stress of the ongoing
COVID-19 pandemic and
social unrest. Her pleas
for “no more!” voice the
collective turmoil of our
country. Ending her solo
performance by falling on
her back also sparked many
internet memes.
Unsurprisingly,
Lamar’s
performance was stellar—
incredibly commanding. My
favorite moment of the entire
show was his entrance into
the set, where he popped out
of a swarm of back up dancers
embodying synchronized and
sharp choreography dressed
in suits and sashes that read
“Dre Day.” The moment
created a complete tonal shift
that made me catch my breath
for a minute; it was so good.
The design of the show was
what truly created a sense of
thematic continuity. Through

COURTESY OF ROLLINGSTONE

the set, the aerial view of a city
at night covering the entire
field and the street of buildings
which
the
performers
danced on top of and within
created a cohesive feeling
that a whole community
had come out for the show.
This was accentuated in
numbers towards the end

of the show where the field
was surrounded with back
up dancers, all of which
were people of color. These
choices, in my opinion, was
what truly boosted the show
beyond previous years; this
is what made the show both
a celebration of identity and
community, but also, at times,

a protest of the injustices
facing that identity and
community.
Unfortunately, the event
was also met with the same
criticism
hip-hop
often
receive: that it glorifies sex
and drugs. However, most of
the internet was full of praise
for the performance with

celebrities like LeBron James
and Guy Fieri declaring it the
best Halftime Show they’d
ever seen, and I have to agree.
This Superbowl Halftime
show will be remembered
for some time and will
certainly set the bar for future
performances.

Live-action characters disappoint audiences
MOVIE REVIEW

HOLLAND USES HIS
USUAL CHARM
MISAEL BRUZZONE
ECONOMICS

Starring Tom Holland
and Mark Wahlberg,
“Uncharted” is a worldtrotting action adventure
blockbuster. In the search
for
ancient
treasure,
Holland’s
character
Nathan Drake partners
with Wahlberg’s Sully in
an action packed race
towards gold from the old
world. Directed by Ruben
Fleischer,
“Uncharted”
takes its story and
characters
from
the
beloved video game series
of the same name.
Holland delivers his
usual performance by
making the character of
Drake likeable and clever.
Wahlberg on the other
hand plays Sully as a more
experienced
treasure
seeker. While both actors
display some chemistry in
the form of both teamwork
and
bickering,
the
chemistry is nonetheless
misplaced. Too often do
the characters resort to

childish quips that seem
too on the nose to be
natural or believable. Fans
of the video game will
find these characters to be
complete strangers.
Thematically,
the
movie deals with trust.
All characters have to
wrestle with the issue
of who they can trust.
Often, they learn that
they misplaced their trust
and pay the consequences
for it. Unfortunately, the
movie relies too heavily
on this plot point, one
that is very familiar to
the genre and far from
original. The recurring
use of this trope makes the
movie feel predictable and
cartoonish.
The actions set pieces
are the main focus of
the movie. There are few
scenes that do not involve
giant virtual effect heavy
shots and sequences. With
an already far-fetched
plot, the overreliance
on computer generated
graphics adds to the
fantastical element of the
movie, which alienates
audiences. What little
time is devoted to puzzle
solving and investigating

leaves
the
audience
wanting more. The small
amount of time devoted to
cracking riddles, finding
clues
within
ancient
artifacts and the emphasis
on outlandish action
sequences makes it seem
as if the movie only cares
about replicating soulless
action blockbusters.
With a recent apparent
resurgence of faith in
video
game
movies,
“Uncharted” proves that
Hollywood is not making
good video game movies,
only that they are making
movies people will go the
movie theater to watch.
“Uncharted” lacks the
soul and charisma that
made fans of the video
game fall in love with the
material. The characters
of Drake and Sully do not
live up to, or anywhere
close to, their video
game counterparts. Both
Holland and Wahlberg
seem to be chosen not
for their fit but for their
popularity and success
with test audiences.
However, not everything
in the movie falls short of
grace. There are moments
and scenes were the movie

captures the essence of the
characters that fans have
loved for years. At times,
the movie steps away from
the assembly line style
of filmmaking to focus
on the strengths of the
story and the characters.
It is no surprise that the
movie attempts to set up
future sequels and if they
focus on the right things,
they might just pull off a
worthy adaptation of the
“Uncharted” franchise.
“Uncharted” pales in
comparison with action
adventure giants such as
the Indiana Jones franchise
or the National Treasure
films. While it might be
unfair to compare them,
“Uncharted” could learn
a lot from them. On one
hand, a greater focus on
puzzle solving and clue
finding would elevate the
movie beyond a simple
Hollywood action movie.
On the other hand, leaning
away from unrealistic
computer
generated
scenes and leaning into
more clever ways to tell
a story through action
sequences would give the
movie more character and
personality.

COURTESY OF IMDB

In the end, “Uncharted”
is a fun action movie
without too much getting
in the way of the main
actors and its milliondollar shots. While it never

achieves any highs, the
video game adaptation is
strong enough to hold its
own.
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An atmosphere filled with fun and letting go
JAZZ AND
ROMANCE IN THE
AIR
ANGELA WINTERING
THEATRE
This Saturday, Feb. 26,
Northwestern will be holding
its second annual Jazz Soiree
from 7-10 p.m. at the Prairie
Winds Event Center in
Orange City. The first soiree
was held in February of 2019.
Being cancelled or delayed
the past two years, NW
students are excited to see the
event up and running again.
The Jazz Soiree is a classy,
semi-formal dance that has
jazz dance lessons for the first
hour of the dance followed
by two hours filled with live
jazz music, hors d’oeuvres
and drinks. NW’s Jazz Band
will be the night’s musicians,
playing all the classic swing
music pieces, including “In
The Mood,” “String of Pearls,”
“Sing, Sing, Sing” and others.
On top of this, there will be
various other styles including
Latin charts and various

ballads. Sophonise Nielson,
a
sophomore
business
administration major, will be
the featured vocalist of the
night, performing various
vocal charts and the song
“Respect” made popular by
Aretha Franklin.
While current students are
most familiar with the Jazz
Soiree, the dance itself was
another version of a dance
hosted by the SAC for over
two decades from 1986-2009
called “The Ballroom Dance.”
Set up around the same time
as the Jazz Soiree, students
often endeavored to make the
night as romantic as possible,
with a fancy meal, flowers
and looking their absolute
best. The NW Jazz Band was
usually the entertainment,
but sometimes the college
hired outside jazz ensembles,
such as the Reggie Schive
Jazz Orchestra. This time, the
magnificent NW Jazz Band
will be the night’s artists, and
the event will be spearheaded
by newcomer SAC member,
freshman social work major,
Bailey Brown.
Jazz Band director, Dr.

Angela Holt, is extremely
excited to be back playing
live music for the event. “Live
music is a way to connect
with one another - quite
differently than a recording,”
Holt exclaims. “There is
emotion in live music that,
once it’s played, there will
never be a same performance
like it again - it is art that is
moving and one of a kind.
The listeners engage in ways
that the musicians feed off of
and respond in the moment.
It’s such a unique and
amazing experience!”
The Jazz Soiree is an
atmosphere filled with fun
and letting go. Students get to
dance the night away learning
classic and advanced swing
dance techniques and gaining
a “cultural and educational
experience, and just having
a blast” in the words of Holt.
Students also walk away with
valuable knowledge of dance
steps that they can use in
other dance settings; Lucas
Heiberger, director of student
programs, comments that he
is “a firm believer everyone
should know how to dance at

PHOTO SUBMITTED
The NW jazz Band presents a night of roaring jazz and swing dancing.

least a little bit!”
The students who attend
and participate will also be
in the presence of musicians
who praise God through
music. Holt said, “Music has
been a powerful vehicle in
my life. God has used it to
teach me about who He is and
about who I am, to connect
with others, to communicate

and express in ways like no
other, and ultimately to bring
praise to our Creator.”
When asked why students
should go, multiple parties
answered the same way:
“Why not?!” The Jazz Soiree
is a wonderful opportunity to
take a break, have fun with
friends, and maybe even end
up with a date! According

to Heiberger, “The big trick
with the Jazz Soiree is that
students are encouraged to
find a blind date for their
roommate to the dance!”
The dance has a $5 entry
fee at the door, and the profits
will go towards supporting
the Symphonic Band as they
prepare for their upcoming
spring break tour.

A designer cultivating the art of theater with joy
ENCOMPASSING
THE BODY
OF CHRIST
JACKSON PAGANINI
ACTUARIAL SCIENCE

Angie Wintering, a theatre
major from Round Lake,
Illinois, will be bowing out as
she finishes her final semester
at Northwestern College.
Wintering became interested
in the world of theater when
her sister promulgated the
“Wicked” soundtrack. “I did
not think about a career in
theatre at the time, but I was
enamored with the artistry,”
said Wintering. “I knew about
musical theatre beforehand,
but I was interested in going to
the science field.”
Wintering’s first theater
production was her church’s
Easter play. “I was in the sixth
grade, and I played townsfolk. I
got to scream in terror as Jesus
uttered his last words while I
wore what had the texture of a
potato sack.”
Before her senior year of
high school, NW was on
Wintering’s list, but for the
sciences and not the theater
department. “During the

beginning of my senior year
of high school, I was doubting
my choice of science because I
failed my AP science tests, and
the lack of an academic lab
record for collegiate sciences
didn’t help anything,” she said.
“One day, I was watching
something where one of
the characters was a theatre
teacher, and the idea cropped
up in my head. The concept of
someone in theatre who liked
to teach hadn’t clicked before. I
like theatre, and I like teaching!
I could incorporate both!”
Wintering’s
main
involvement in the theater
department was interacting
with the lights as designer
and master electrician and
involvement in RUSH. She
has been a dancer, designer
and choreographer in her four
years at NW. Her first RUSH
and designing experience was
designing lights for a dance.
Theater
professor
Drew
Schmidt walked her through
this design process, and she
was amazed at the possibilities
you can do with dancing and
lighting design.
She was the lighting
designer for “Love’s Labor’s
Lost” and “Charlotte’s Web.”

In “Jonah,” she was the master
electrician and will fill the
same role for the upcoming
spring show “Cherry Orchard.”
Wintering has also acted in
the fall musical, “Little Shop
of Horrors.” With all of these
theater roles, how does she tie
her work with her faith?
Wintering explains how
theater is encompassed in
the body of Christ: “I love
the mentality that our theatre
department tries to plant in us,
that all the people who work
in the theatre are all parts of a
whole body… I divert whatever
glory I would get onto God,
who’s the One giving us our
abilities.”
Wintering’s current plan is
to move back to Illinois to find
theatre opportunities.
For the undergraduates,
she encouraged “finding the
balance between being the
servant in God’s kingdom
and taking care of yourself.
I thought it was one or the
other…We, as Christians,
strive to be the servants that
God calls us to be, but you
cannot be who God wants to
be if you do not take the time
and pause and listen for what
He wants you to be.”

PHOTO BY PRATIK PAUDEL
Angie Wintering is a talented light designer in NW’s theater department.
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Black History Month is celebrated
HARD, BEAUTIFUL
HISTORY
SHEGA HEITRITTER
PUBLIC RELATIONS

February serves as Black
History Month, a month
for
acknowledging
and
celebrating the contributions
of Black people in America.
NW has been celebrating the
annual Black History Month
throughout
February
by
bringing speakers in who are
experts on the topic. Black
History Month is celebrated
across the country because
Black history is American
history.
Black
History
Month
reminds America of the
hard but beautiful history
that belongs to African
Americans. Many Africans
were brought to the United
States and held in bondage
for multiple generations. The
repercussions of these actions
are still prevalent today.
Black, Indigenous, People
of Color (BIPOC)in this
community are still being
discriminated against. As Sioux
County is 96.8% white, many
discussions regarding race
are uncomfortable for most.
Sioux County’s proximity to
diversity is far, but nonetheless,
friendships
and
close
connections can be built.
When Americans observe
Black History Month, it
offers citizens of all races the

opportunity to learn about a
past and of a people of which
they may have little awareness.
This also gives Black people
the opportunity to share their
narrative with their community.
NW has brought in various
speakers, such as Sandra Van
Opstal, Lisa Sharon Harper
and
Dominique
Gilliard.
Some people on campus have
welcomed these lessons, while
others have been more hesitant.
Prior to each event on campus,
a prayer or preface was given:
listen with an open mind. By
celebrating different cultures,
we are celebrating God.
Another way NW has
embraced the month is through
Dr. Michael Andres’ class on
reconciliation and redemption
in Scripture, race and slavery.
In that class, Andres assigns
Jemar Tisby’s book, “Color of
Compromise,” a book about the
truth of the American church’s
complicity in racism.
“[Tisby]
is
speaking
prophetically about times
when we’ve gotten God’s call
to reconciliation,” Andres
said. “When we’ve best
embodied this is by also
telling the truth about the
many times that which we
haven’t, and how we are called
to be a part of His work.”
Due to the pressing
nature of this topic, multiple
conversations,
seemingly
in tension, are circulating
around campus. One side
believes that the speakers

PHOTO COURTESY OF UNSPLASH.COM
Annually, February is celebrated as Black History Month, a month dedicated to the history and achievements of Black people.

are attacking White people,
while another side shows an
eagerness for meaningful
conversations and growth.
However, the discomfort
that students on both sides
have experienced in the last
month while listening to the
speakers is a glimpse of what
people of color face every
day. The feelings experienced
from
comments,
stares,
microaggressions,
biases
and blatant racism does
not compare to the small
discomfort of engaging in
challenging conversations.
Recently, MOC-Floyd Valley
has run into blatant racism in
the school districts. In
“The Capital Democrat,”
MOC students spoke of “a

classmate being called the
n-word on the bus after school
and being told to move” and
when a black student was told
she deserved to be “beaten like
a slave.” While uncomfortable,
these are still realities that are
faced every day. That’s why a
month such as Black History
Month is important.
While Gilliard was at NW,
he revealed the tension of
addressing white privilege
during his NED talk. He stirred
up uncomfortable topics for a
campus whose demographic
remains mainly white, and
spoke of how to leverage white
privilege as a tool for missions.
With the hopes of this, change
can occur, and NW can shake
away it’s comfortability with the

status quo.
Faculty at NW are also
hoping to continue to keep
the
conversation
open
regarding race.
“[Black History Month]
should be acknowledged
all year long,” Dr. Valerie
Stokes said. “I just see it as
faith integration.”
As director of intercultural
development, Martha Draayer’s
work covers racial advocacy
and empowerment.
“Talking about BHM is a
way to acknowledge who our
Black brothers and sisters are,
what they’ve endured, continue
to endure and the beauty of
diversity through their rich
culture. BHM is a way of
honoring the entire beloved

community and how we can
move forward in unity. I see
BHM as one way to connect
with one another and highlight
the ways in which America
needs to grow and learn
from past mistakes together,”
Draayer said. “Sometimes that
means listening well and with a
loving heart.”
As February ends, the
conversation doesn’t have to.
Opportunities to engage, to
learn and to continue talking
exist daily. NW can combat
discrimination and degradation
if the community faces their
neighbors, acknowledges the
experiences of each individual
and become united in diversity.

Unsung Heroes: Patrick Hummel
FROM PAGE 1
Hummel
continually
keeps Christ as the focus
in all that he does, which
is also something that
Feeley appreciates.
Hummel has made a
remarkable impact on the
students he interacts with.
“He is lifting others up
and pushing them to be their
best and lead with a servant
heart,” Feeley said.
Hummel
continually
reminds himself and others
that the work they are doing is
for the glory of God, pointing
everything back to Christ.
Not only has Hummel
made an impact on the
students he’s with, but also
the impact the students have
made on him.
“The students have taught
me a lot about perseverance,
grit and determination as
they share their personal
stories with me,” Hummel
said. “They have also brought

me a lot of laughter and joy
into my office. I am far past
young, but my students
sometimes help me forget
that fact.”
Hummel has enjoyed
working together with his
students and colleagues.
“NW
students
are
hardworking, gifted beyond
what they realize, missions
oriented and graciously put
up with a guy like me every
year,” Hummel said.
For the future of NW and
missions, Hummel would
love to expand the capacity to
help students better integrate
what they learn through the
service programs.
“We don’t want students
to say, ‘well that was a nice
spring break trip’ and just
move on with life,” Hummel
said. “We want to students
to say, ‘I learned (blank)
during my spring break.
Help me Lord, integrate and
steward this faithfully into
my everyday life.’”

PHOTO BY ZOE HEEMSTRA
Hummel’s office is located in Ramaker, where students involved in service projects come and meet with him.
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Social work travels to the Capitol
ADVOCATING
FOR POLICY
CHANGE
ALAYNA BAKKE
PUBLIC RELATIONS
On Feb. 9, Northwestern
social work students visited
the State Capitol in Des
Moines to advocate among
legislators and senators. This
trip has been happening for
10 years as part the social
policy and advocacy course.
Students choose a topic
they are passionate about
and locate bills in the house
to advocate for or against.
This trip has historically
been in conjunction with the
National Association of Social
Workers – Iowa chapter which
provides a morning training
on political advocacy and
legislative process.
Dr. Valerie Stokes takes
students on this trip because
there are some things that
can’t be learned in a textbook.
This year, the morning
training was cancelled due
to the pandemic, but the
students did not let this stop
them. They had become

invested in their issues in
deeper ways that meant more
to them than just a class
assignment, so they decided
to go anyways.
“I couldn’t be prouder as
their professor!” Stokes said.
This
year,
students
advocated on issues related to
human trafficking and semitrucker training, mental
health
insurance
parity,
domestic violence and rental
lease release, food assistance
program
benefits
not
including capital such as one’s
car or tractor, autism and law
enforcement training, suicide
prevention in schools and
sexual abuse prevention.
Molly Ryan and Kara
Richard partnered up and
met with Representative Matt
Windschitl. Ryan advocated
for the House File 2245 bill
to be passed, so out-of-state
health care professionals
who are licensed in the state
of Iowa will be allowed to
participate as providers via
telehealth. By passing this
bill, Iowans will have better
access to treatments such
as mental health treatment.
Ryan not only advocated for
this bill, but she also pushed

for further action.
“HF2245 is a start, but
there is both a shortage of
mental health providers in
Iowa and a shortage of outof-state providers licensed in
Iowa,” Ryan said.
The requirement of Iowa
licensure
further
limits
Iowans from getting the care
they need.
“Advocacy is important
because it reminds legislators
that their actions have an
impact on real people. Being
face-to-face and sharing
personal stories is powerful,”
Ryan said.
Kara Richards mentioned
how meaningful it was that
Representative
Windschitl
scheduled time out of his
busy day to meet with her and
Ryan. She talked to him about
legislation that would require
those seeking a CDL to
complete human trafficking
prevention training. He was
supportive of this bill and
expressed similar concern for
the issue of human trafficking.
“Advocating is important
for all people but especially
social
workers
because
policies
and
legislation
determine how we can help

unpleasant
experiences
with Dr. Vonder Bruegge’s
dog though.
“One night, Dr. VB’s
dog killed a skunk in our
backyard,” Dr. Phinney
recalled. “He was on a leash
at the time and John was
holding it while chatting
with the landlord. Griz just
saw a skunk and killed it.
I was inside, and the back

door opens up and Dr. VB
comes up the stairs with a
super smelly – but satisfied
– dog, who got a tomato
bath in our tub.”
As typical roommates,
both admitted to fulfilling
some appropriate roommate
stereotypes, with Dr. Vonder
Bruegge being the night-owl
and Dr. Phinney claiming the
title of messier roommate.
But who has time for dishes
when you’re responsible for
running the zamboni at the
famous Ingall’s Ice Rink on
Yale’s campus? Perhaps NW
should look to Zwemer in
the search for someone to
tend to the new ice rink.
While
their
time
together was full of many
fun - and fragrant - stories,
the two are grateful for
the opportunity to work
together again, though
from their own respective
living accommodations.
“If I had one word to
describe our experience
together it would be
‘foreshadowing’,”
Dr.
Vonder Bruegge said.
“Who knew we’d wind
up working together in
Orange City all these years
later? I’m grateful for the
full-circle journey.”

Roomies to coworkers
FROM PAGE 1
Dr. Phinney corrected
Dr. Vonder Bruegge, as
he did have dogs growing
up in rural North Dakota.
However,
the
“stick”
method was his only
experience in cleaning up
after his dogs.
Dr. Phinney was not the
only one who had rather

PHOTO BY KAELIN ALONS
While attending Yale Divinity, Dr. VB and Dr. Phinney roomed

PHOTO BY VALERIE STOKES
Social work majors and Dr. Stokes stop for a photo in the Capitol with an Iowa

people,” Richard said. “The
decisions made at the Capitol
building and all throughout
government
directly
affect our job. We have a
responsibility to be a voice
for those who don’t have
one, especially when there is
inequality and injustice.”
To prepare for the trip,
students spend time learning
how to find bills, locating their
senator and representative,
understanding the committee
structure of the chambers,
creating letters that support
their advocacy to leave with

their legislators and practice
a five-minute persuasive
argument
in
favor
or
opposition of their chosen
bill. This preparation gives
students all the tools and
confidence to approach their
senator and representative in
their office at the Capitol.
Through this experience,
Elizabeth Olsen realized that
you must look to the systemic
problem in order bring about
real, lasting solution.
“By advocating for change
to improve the life of any
individual, we are giving

voices to the voiceless and
seeking change,” Olsen said.
One
of
the
biggest
takeaways for the students
was that their voice matters.
“I hope students recognize
their sense of empowerment
and efficacy that they can
influence
the
legislative
process and overall that their
advocacy matters, no matter
one’s age or education level,”
Stokes said. “Our democracy
offers this grand opportunity
to participate in the political
process. Being apathetic will
never create the change we seek,

OPINIONS 6
Would you Why you should join O-Staff
rather?

(As voiced by you, the students)

Would you rather
watch Frozen or
Encanto?
“Encanto but I’m biased
because I’m a spanish
major.”

“Frozen 2. It’s a very good
Christian story. Just watch
and see!”

“Frozen because it makes
me nostalgic for my
childhood.”

Mark Cooley
History

H

ave you ever wondered why
there are so many posters of
PGC and Julie Elliot photoshopped into
World War II propaganda promoting
O-Staff ? Why would such prominent
figures at Northwestern College be
promoting O-Staff ? Is it because O-Staff
is the greatest position to hold on NW’s
campus? O-Staff is a group of the 40
most hype students at NW who stand out
more than any other group on campus.
O-Staff is a position allowing people the
chance to be well-known at NW and be
involved in welcoming the incoming
freshmen. It is a good reference to put
on any resume and a great chance to
receive Education badges.
Yes, you heard me, entire badges. This
is an offer nobody can refuse. O-STaff
also provides snacks and caffeine
from the great land of Costco. These

Jillian Simon
Business

C

“Encanto, the music is
beautiful”

The quotes expressed in these polls
respresent student opinion and is no way
intented to indicate particlar perspectives
or beliefs of the beacon staff.

Be sure to follow the Beacon!

or death decision of chugging a Bang
energy drink so they can remain fired
up and ready to go when hyping of the
incoming freshman. (Ainsley Billings
2021) OSTAFF is also the greatest group
to join on campus because it promotes
the NW community seen on campus.
It is extremely fun to meet incoming
freshmen as well as the 40 fellow
O-Staffers you will be working with.
In her final moments as an O-Staffer
before joining the women’s soccer
team, well renowned Red Raider, Alyssa
Feeley stated, “O-Staff was such a litty
time and everyone should do it.” Feeley
is an amazing influence on campus and
her words should be well considered
when deciding to join O-Staff. O-Staff
allows the students to stand out on
NW’s campus instead of sitting in,
similar to our Dordt brethren. O-Staff
allows freshmen to experience NW with
the guidance of experienced Raiders,
and meet fellow students with whom
they can become friends with shortly
thereafter. O-Staff is a great group of
people who do extraordinary things. If
you have any questions please contact
the man,the myth, the legend, Lucas
Heiberger, or one of the co-directors to
learn more.

A call to seek knowledge

“Encanto!! The debate
would be closer if it was
versus Frozen 2 (but
Encanto still wins).”

“I personally like Frozen
better because it shows the
sisterly relationship well.”

resources help fuel these elite Raiders to
continuously stand out for large amounts
of time under tiring circumstances.
Joining O-Staff also allows you to be
in the presence of the SAC guru, Lucas
Heiberger. This is an opportunity some
Raiders will never get to have until later
in their college career. You will also get
the opportunity to work with famous
O-Staffer who are now Co-Directors.
These include Caitlin Hornback, Grace
Laman, and sadly Mark Cooley as well.
Lucas Heiberger’s Orientation Manifesto,
states the primary responsibilities of
being on O-Staff. He states, “We’re
looking for those folks who bleed Raider
Red, who are pumped to welcome in a
new group of Raiders, who want to get
to know 40 other super cool O-Staffers,
and want to kick off the year in style.” As
the manifesto states, the O-Staff is the
first group incoming freshmen see when
arriving on campus. It is O-Staff ’s job
to hype the Northwestern students for
their journey as Red Raiders. We must
stand out to prove in this short amount
of time our orientation supersedes
Dordt’s. NW’s Orientation Staff is the
strongest and most determined group of
individuals on campus who do what is
necessary for the common good of the
NW freshman. These O-Staffers will
even go to the extent of making the life

ollege is a time of selfdiscovery and learning. During
college, students find their passions,
recognize the change they hope to
make in the world, strengthen their
political affiliations, and gain so much
knowledge about themselves. This is all
contingent on the pursuit of knowledge.
I believe that there is no better way to
improve who you are than to learn. It
expands your capacity for empathy for
people who have different ideology than
yourself. Not only does your empathy
grow, but so does your ability to function
in the world. The more you know, the
more you can contribute. Not only in
the workplace, but all areas of life. The
pursuit of knowledge is essential to be
a functioning, contributing member of
society.
I often wonder, how little does
someone have to care about themselves
to not want to learn? All too often I see

$

this at NW. People sitting on their phone
in class, having their AirPods in during
chapel, and not attending educational
events. Not only is this disrespectful
to the speaker, but it also shortchanges
yourself out of reaching your full
potential. All of these educational areas
of campus have something in common.
The person that students are supposed
to be listening to are scholars who are
smarter and more educated than us. It is
so important to listen to and learn from
these people. These are our professors,
chapel speakers and leaders at NW.
I often feel like people are so stuck
in their ways that they do not take the
time to listen to what others have to
say. I am not saying you need to agree
with everything the speaker is saying,
I am saying you need to actively listen.
Hearing different viewpoints will do
one of two things: it will either make
you reconsider your viewpoint, or it
will strengthen your existing one. When
you fail to put yourself into educational
spheres, neither of those two things will
happen. You will stay stagnant. Our
circles then become echo chambers of
the same thoughts and ideas circulating.
There is no growth in this space, there is
no learning.
College is a special time in life where
knowledge is handed to us on a silver
platter. NW is so lucky to have so many
amazing professors and renowned

Get wealthy
off your words...

...With the new
Beacon pay scale

Write 1-4 stories = $10 each | 5-8 stories = $15 each | 9+ stories = $20 each

$

speakers. These people are passionate
about their work and want to teach
the next generation, but so often as
students, we disrespect them. Through
dismissive listening, preoccupation, and
poor attendance, we do not value voices
of education in our academic circles.
What respecting those voices and
ideas looks like is showing up ready to
listen. It is putting your phone away,
taking out yourAirPods, and engaging
in the conversation. It is showing up to
events that will teach you something. It
is not getting defensive but being willing
to consider an array of viewpoints. I
believe that as a student body, we have
been lacking in this area.
So, students, encourage your peers.
Invite them to events, challenge
their preconceived notions. Let’s call
each other out when we are being
disrespectful of voices of knowledge
at our institution. Take advantage of
the privilege it is to be able to attend
college and to have an incredible brain
that retains information. Let us not be
stagnant in our echo chambers but take
the time to engage with thoughts that
differ from our own. Let’s ask questions
and be curious learners. Let’s be a
student body that is eager to learn.

Editor’s Note
The opinions published both in print and online
are the opinions of the authors only. Beacon
staff members do not necessarily support the
opinions expressed in this section. Research and
editing (other than formatting) of articles is the
responsibility of the authors rather than the editors.
Respectfully,
the Beacon staff
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Raiders compete in GPAC indoor championship meet

KRAMER CLAIMS
SOLE GPAC TITLE
HAILEY LOUW
STATISTICS

The Red Raider track
and field team competed
this past Saturday, Feb.
22 at the GPAC Indoor
Championships in Crete,
Nebraska. After an early
morning full of last-minute
transportation
changes,
coaches
and
athletes
arrived at Doane’s indoor
track ready to compete and
contend for their spot in
the conference.
Freshman
Kennedy
Kramer stole the show for
the women’s team, taking
home the lone GPAC
champion title in the open
400 meter dash as well
as setting school record
in the 200 meter and 400

meter dashes. Freshman
pole vaulter Erin Hulberg
also broke her own record
in her event and hit the
provisional
mark
in
addition to placing third
overall in the conference.
Sophomore Katlyn Weise
personally scored 10 points
for the Raiders with a hefty
double in the 3000 meter
and
5000-meter
runs.
Seniors
Lindsay
Craig
and Morgan Marker both
hit provisional marks in
their respective events of
the pentathlon and the
mile. Junior Abby Clarke
ran a personal best in the
600 meter dash and hit
the automatic qualifying
mark for NAIA Indoor
Nationals. As a team, the
women placed fifth overall
in the GPAC.

For the men, sophomore
Lorenzo
Jones
took
home the runner-up title
in the triple jump. The
men’s 4x800 meter relay
consisting of sophomore
Wyatt Pryor, seniors Peyton
Brasser and Isaiah Lee and
freshman Trey Englemann
also scored points for
the Raiders by finishing
second place. Senior Ian
Wiersma ran a personal
best in the 5000-meter run,
finishing fifth. Both juniors
Ben Thelander and Bryce
Paulsen posted personal
bests in the heptathlon and
have hit the provisional
mark. As a team, the men
finished sixth overall in the
GPAC.
“I was very impressed
at how the men and
women on our team rose
to the high level of their
competition at the GPAC

PHOTO COURTESY OF NW ATHLETICS
Junior James Gilbert competed in long jump at the GPAC championship meet.

ITF Championship on
Friday and Saturday. Our
men had 18 personal bests
and our women posted 14
personal bests,” said head
coach Scott Bahrke.
“Everyone
competed
well and left it all on the

track. We have a tough
conference, so it was fun to
see everyone rise to such a
high level of competition.”
Weise said.
Those who are declared
and qualified for the NAIA
Indoor
Championships

will compete March 3-5 in
Brookings, South Dakota.
The Raiders will resume
their outdoor season on
March 26 at the Buena
Vista University Invite in
Storm Lake, Iowa.

Coach Korver achieves 500th win in coaching career

HUGE MILESTONE
FOR A COACH
CLARA PAHL
ENGLISH TEACHING

Coach Kris Korver seized
his 500th win against Mount
Marty on Saturday, Feb. 12. The
animated Bultman Center crowd
witnessed Korver’s Senior Day
finesse of the Lancers and were
not disappointed.
Korver’s squad hounded
Mount Marty to a 98-70 loss,
led by redshirt sophomore Matt
Onken’s career-high of 41 points,
including seven three pointers.
The 6’5” forward averages
11.5 points and 6.1 rebounds,
shooting a sturdy 56% from the
field.
The Mount Marty game
was both a simple step in

Korver’s road to success and a
monumental accomplishment.
“His 500th career win was an
awesome thing to be a part of
and to help him reach it!”
From the birth of his career at
NW when he assumed the head
coach position for the 2000-01
season, Korver has trained his
players to be godly men first and
successful athletes second.
“Northwestern
has
always been about training,
equipping and raising up the
next generation of servant
leaders. We get to be a part of
God’s never-ending Kingdom
expansion,” said Korver.
He has made this evident
throughout his years as a coach.
Onken shared that, “he cares
about the guys in more ways
than just basketball, he cares
about leading us how to be better

men as well.”
The relationships Korver has
cultivated define his success,
and ultimately, his legacy.
However, statistics prove that
character development can lead
to victories on the basketball
court. Fifteen NAIA Division
II National Championship trips
and 28 All-Americans later, 500
wins almost seems insignificant.
At the helm of NW athletics,
Vice President Dr. Micah Parker
recognizes Korver’s vision.
“It is a blessing to have leaders
who fit the mission of the college
first...and who also happen to win
at a high level. Five hundred wins
is a lot, especially at one school.
I suspect that Korver’s influence
for the Gospel has reached more
than 500 people,” said Parker.
The numbers do not lie
and neither do the athletes

who have been under Coach
Korver’s direction. Freshman
guard Conner Geddes added
six points, three rebounds, and
four assists in the victory against
Mount Marty, and averages 7.8
points per game. Geddes realizes
the extent of Korver’s influence
on the lives of him and his
teammates.
“On the court, he has helped
me tremendously to become a
better player, and off the court,
he has mentored me on how to
be a better person and follower
of Christ... His 500th win shows
how dedicated Coach Korver is
to the program and the winning
culture that he has created here.”
Numbers and wins aside,
Korver has begun something
magical in the Bultman
Center— a place where lives can
be transformed for Christ.

PHOTO COURTESY OF NW MARCOMM
Coach Kris Korver doing what he loves, and achieving a

NW softball off to a strong start to the season
10-0 UNDEFEATED
RECORD
KATIE JACOB
PUBLIC RELATIONS
The Red Raider softball
team (10-0, 0-0 GPAC) has

games against Waldorf. The

Lastly,

team walked away with two

with their fourth win of the

easy wins beating Waldorf

day against SMSU, a hard-

15-0 in the first and 9-2 in the

fought game coming close but

second.

ending 7-6. This pushed their

The following week the

they

walked

away

win record to 6-0.

Raiders went up to St. Cloud,

On Feb. 18-19, the Raiders

MN on Feb. 11-12 where they

had their hopes high going

so far. They have had 10

participated in a tournament.

back to the Packer Dome in

games going undefeated in

They

Austin,

all. With high hopes for the

twice with Bemidji State,

they faced Viterbo in three

season,

Northwestern

Sioux Falls and Southwest

games and Clarke in one.

softball team looks to further

Minnesota State. In the first

Their Friday games were both

game against Bemidji, NW

against Virterbo of Wisconsin

left of the long weekend, NW

The team is led by Seniors

their fifth NCAA Division 2

beat them 6-3.. The second

where they defeated Viterbo

faced Viterbo one last time

Jordyn Kramer and Emily

opponent Missouri Western

time, they won 6-5 in a harder

11-0 and then again 12-2. The

beating them 8-1 to push

Strasser. The Raiders look

State University (3-7, 0-0

fought game. NW had a nice

next day they faced Clarke

their undefeated record to

forward to their season and

MIAA) in St. Joseph, Missouri

win against Sioux Falls 3-0.

winning 6-5. With one game

10-0.

to push their win streak

on Feb. 25. The first pitch of

further. NW will travel to face

the game is set for 1 p.m.

had a phenomenal start to
their pre-conference season

the

their win streak.
The pre-season began on
Saturday, Feb. 5 where they
went up to Austin, Minnesota
at Packer Dome to play two

went

head-to-head

Minnesota

where

PHOTO COURTESY OF NW ATHLETICS
Senior outfielder Bri Giordano in position to help the Raiders secure their undefeated win
streak.
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PGC pancakes were a success
STUDENTS GATHERED FOR A
TIME OF FELLOWSHIP AND
PANCAKES

ANGELA WINTERING

Aaron Eckmann

THEATRE

Co-Editor/Copy Editor

Kamryn Howell

This past Sunday, Northwestern held its

Co-Editor

second annual Pancakes with PGC event. It was

Madie Harre

held in the DeWitt Cafeteria from 9-11 p.m.
with a bounty of pancakes for the entire two

Arts & Culture Editor

hours.

Camber Herrig

The event was first held last year, partially

Features Editor

designed to pair alongside RED101 days to give

Caleb Arnett

prospective students a taste of campus life and

Opinions Editor

student activities.
Pancakes with PGC is a late-night all-you-

Katie Jacob

can-eat pancakes event hosted by Student

Sports Editor

Activities. president Greg Christy attends each

Emily Berggren

year to engage in fellowship and conversation

News Editor

with students.

Kaelin Alons

Along with endless pancakes, the event comes

Photo Editor

Riley Rasmussen
Advertising Manager

The editorial staff
reserves the right to edit
submissions for style,
clarity and length.
For advertising rates
and submissions, email
Advertising Manager
Riley Rasmussen at
riley.rasmussen@
nwciowa.edu.

PHOTO BY PRATIK PAUDEL
Students joined together to watch president Greg Christy compete against other students in a pancake

packed with classic board games and video

and senior Hadyn Lee faced off in an epic Guitar

so in running the event, I basically just got to be

games including Settlers of Catan, Mario Kart,

Hero battle, in which Lee took home the victory.

there and enjoy it like anyone else.”

Guitar Hero, Halo and Dance Dance Revolution.

During the pancake eating competition, Christy

Everyone who attends has the opportunity to

was challenged by Logan Peters, Lincoln Siebert,

enter their name into a drawing to win a door

Nic Batcheller and a prospective student named

He said, “I really wanted to get a lava lamp

prize, as well as witness the pancake eating

Cole. While they put up a valiant effort, PGC

for one of the door prizes, but my plans were

competition against president Christy.

took home the victory once again.

shot down upon learning they are banned in the

As emcee of the event, Fynaart was part of the
brainstorming party for drawing prizes.

When asked about the event, president Christy

Gideon Fynaart, a junior ecological sciences

dorms due to fire hazards. Instead, there are a

said, “It’s a nice event. It rests within the stretch

major, was the emcee for the night. This is

few awesome faux neon signs for prize winners

of time between winter and spring break, so it’s

Fynaart’s first year on the Student Activities

to take home.”

nice to see the students taking an opportunity to

Council with this as the first event he has hosted.

Overall this event creates opportunities for

have fellowship and hang out on a Sunday night.”

Fynaart said, “It was a very lovely and low-

PGC to get to know students on an individual

President

Christy

faced

some

good

competition throughout the night. Early on, him

pressure

event.

There’s

nothing

especially

complicated or difficult to set up or tear down,

basis,

some

friendly

competition,

many

pancakes involved and a really good time.

Compass Center to host Adulting 101 sessions

PREPARING
STUDENTS FOR THE
WORLD

Feb.

MADDIE LOATS
THEATRE
Being an adult can be
difficult.

Thankfully,

Northwestern
Center

is

the

Compass

helping

their

students to prepare them
for life after college with
the series of classes titled
“Adulting 101.”.
This

series

started

in

the spring of 2021 with
six different events held
throughout

the

semester.

Adulting 101 classes are
a

series

of

hour-long

sessions where students can
obtain

information

adulthood

after

about
college

that is not typically taught
in the classroom setting.
These classes are offered
to all students who wish
to attend, but an RSVP is
recommended.
At the Budgeting Basics
session

held

Thursday,

24,

John

Teagan

Fellows excited about these

get to learn about budgeting

the second Vice President

Vander Waal said, “The hope

classes, but so is the rest of

especially when I am paying

classes are something you

at

was

is that students will walk

Raider Nation. Sophomores

off my student loans.”

don’t want to miss out on. If

ready to answer any and

away from these events more

Emma Franken and Amber

These students are also

students are able to attend

all questions students had

confident and prepared as

Post are excited that they get

excited to learn how to

all three classes, they can

about budgeting. Students

they continue their degrees

the chance to learn how to

budget while they are still

pay five dollars to receive

learned

and look forward to life after

budget.

in college and obtain that

a microcredential for their

knowledge before they get

resume, which is great when

out into the real world.

starting to hunt for jobs.

American

what

Dykstra,

State

budgeting

is, how to create a budget
from scratch, what tools are

Franken

Fellow

college.”
Not only are the Franken

Upperclassman

Miriam

Cary said, “I am glad that I

These

Adulting

101

available to help them create
a budget and how to budget
and invest to plan for the
future.
There are still two other
sessions this semester. The
Professional Dress Fashion
Show scheduled for April
6 will help teach students
how to dress professionally
in a fun, unique and visual
way. Then in April there
will be a session titled “Car
Maintenance for Dummies”
which will teach students
basic car maintenance that
will

have

demonstrations

such as jumping a dead
battery, replacing windshield
wipers and changing a flat
tire.

COURTESY OF THE COMPASS CENTER
Three Adulting 101 events will be held throughout the spring semester to give students tools that they can use for life after
graduation.

